
 

Weekly Topic Tasks  

for Reception 
 

 
 

 

These are the two new sounds the children need to learn to 

recognise, say and read/write in words, then sentences. 

ow action is…pretend your finger is a needle and prick thumb saying 

ow, ow, ow.  

oi action is… cup hands around mouth and shout to another boat 

saying, “Oi! Ship ahoy!” 
(We have learnt Phase 2 and up to these for Phase 3 so you may like to 

make some flashcards/print those off Twinkl to keep practicing. Your child 

can show you all the actions!) 

Monday Listen to the story of ‘Whatever Next’ 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6c5cb0u0rPM  

or you might have this book at home.  

Talk about what happened at the beginning, the middle and 

the end. Also, your favourite part of the story and why you 

liked it.  

 

Tuesday Can you have fun acting out the story or retell it through 

drawings.  

 

Wednesday Have a picnic with some of your teddies, like Baby Bear 

does on the moon. You might even want to do some cooking 

for it! 

 

Thursday Choose one of the characters from the story and look at 

the picture of them carefully. Use your sketching skills 

that we have been learning, to sketch this character as 

best you can!  

 

Friday Play a listening game – collect together some objects (for 

example a colander, bear, wellies). Take turns to describe 

and item and see if your partner can guess which one you 

are describing. 

 
Dear children, 

We hope you have had a sun and fun-filled first week at home! We are all starting our day with the 

Joe Wicks PE workout at home with our families - you might enjoy this too! If you go out for walks, 

can you spot any Rainbows in windows? Can you beat Mr Queralt’s 5 that he saw?                           

Take care, love the Reception Team x  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6c5cb0u0rPM

